Mutability of Psychosis and Medications
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It seems strange, even counterintuitive perhaps, that psychoses would exist separately each alongside symptom clusters representing perceptual, mood, and cognitive disturbances. And yet, since the dichotomous early thinking of Kraepelin who attempted on clinical and phenomenological grounds to parse out schizophrenia (“dementia praecox”) from bipolar disorder (“manic depressive insanity”), the presence of psychotic symptoms with/without mood disturbances, and with/without cognitive impairment, has been the hallmark as to whether a psychosis be considered due to schizophrenia, due to a mood disorder, or due to some organic etiology[1–3]. The more recent convergence of genetic and neurobiological substrates across schizophrenia, mood disorders, and perhaps even more generally across psychiatric conditions belies both historical and current nosological perspectives on psychosis[4–7]. Recent genetics and molecular genetic studies—invariably of large sample sizes and ever increasingly with pooled U.S. and international data—in the aggregate suggest a greater convergence across major psychiatric disorders (schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, major depression) and perhaps even a broader constellation of conditions. Illustrative recent studies are now described. Ruderfer and colleagues conducted a genome-wide association study (GWAS) of some 54,000 patients with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder[8]. There was genetic overlap in identified loci, with bipolar disorder with psychotic features having a more distinct pattern. Howard and colleagues also conducted a 300,000 GWAS in depression that showed numbers of loci identified as well as convergence across schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and depression[9]. Gandal and colleagues reported a major study of molecular neuropathology across several diagnoses. The transcriptome generated showed overlap across schizophrenia-bipolar, autism spectrum disorder—schizophrenia, autism spectrum disorder—bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia—major depression. Surprisingly, there was a low correlation between bipolar disorder and major depression. There were no associations with alcoholism, which stood alone in this analysis. These studies build upon the convergence between major psychiatric disorders in the seminal study that highlighted 108 significant gene associations! The description by a group of US research neuroscientists of three distinct, neurobiological subtypes of psychosis—so called “Biotypes”—is another provocative observation[10]. Psychosis might be a shared common pathway and/or phenotypic expression for different underlying biological substrates. This notion is already well established in cancer, epilepsy, and other brain disorders. Indeed, in cancer it is now even dictating treatment. Another important “biotype”—biomarker study by Moser and colleagues found convergence between bipolar and schizophrenia patients, both on clinical and imagining data[5]. The findings are complementary to the seminal study by elements and colleagues that describe the neurobiology of three distinct biotypes.
How might “biotypes” inform treatment and how might treatment reflect “biotypes”? Clinically, it is not uncommon to see patients who received an initial diagnosis of schizophrenia who later on in their illness are “reclassified” as having a schizoaffective or bipolar. Did something change over time? Did they get “another” condition? Observation over time also provides potential insights on the impact of medications and how potentially there may alter the mutability of psychosis. Of course, longitudinal treatment and observational studies are hard to come by—though they often yield provocative findings. Decades ago, Courtney Harding and colleagues observed the virtual disappearance of schizophrenia some 30 years after discharge from hospital among patients who seemingly had the most recalcitrant of psychoses [11]. More recently, Wunderink and colleagues provocatively found that patients fared better earlier on in their illness when they stopped medication rather than being maintained on antipsychotic medications [10]. Meltzer also reports an intriguing case report of a patient whose illness was refractory over decades to multiple pharmacotherapies, yet late in life her illness appeared to remit with low doses of risperidone, and with noteworthy changes (gray matter increases) in brain structure on MRIs (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) [10].

Historically, the concept of treatment response—and especially the allied concept of “treatment-refractory” schizophrenia—has been ill defined and overwhelmingly symptom-based [14]. Some studies of biological predictors of treatment response have pointed to structural brain abnormalities, to functional brain changes, and to perhaps more subtle neurochemical and peripheral markers that could—in varied instances and to widely variable reliability—inform treatment response. Indeed, Tim Crow originally proposed two distinct forms of schizophrenia—Type I and Type II—these being based upon different brain biology and consequently with different symptom profiles.

On the other hand, when viewed through a more contemporary “neurobiological prism”, the potential impact of medications upon different neurobiological substrates raises several interesting considerations. Firstly, there may be a neurobiological “match” for available medications, a possibility greatly overshadowed by the weak impact upon symptoms and marked heterogeneity of response. Second, future drugs might be “designed”/developed toward distinct neurobiological substrates. Third, polypharmacy (that is presently random and “trial-and-error”) might become rationale and personalized if each combination addressed distinct neurobiological perturbations. Fourth, the timing of introduction and use of different medications might be altered by a more rational appraisal of what neurobiological changes might occur over time. Presently, it appears that most interventions—including nonpharmacological ones—have some (and largely similar) impact in averting/forestalling psychosis when given to prodromal populations. At the other end of psychosis and over the course of illness, clozapine appears to be more effective than other drugs. And Meltzer’s case report suggests that something changed biologically over time as exemplified by the later impact of a selective antipsychotic therapy [13]. Thus, understanding the biological trajectory and mutability of psychosis over time would be a powerful advance for our field.
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